CCPT STUDENT RULES/INFORMATIONAL NOTICE
• Monthly Pass Money Due Date:
Pass Money Is Due The 1st of Every Month.
If pass money is not received by the 5th, you will be removed from the schedule until payment has been
received. Once you have made payment, you will be added back to the schedule providing there are still
seats available on that bus. If you do not have the money to purchase your pass but still want to ride, you
must pay the daily fare to board the bus! Passes can be paid on the bus to the driver or else at our office
located at 507 Cameron St. Dayton, WA 99328. At this time we can only except cash or check but are
looking into the possibility of taking credit card payments in the very near future.

• Monthly Voucher Due Date:
If your transportation or monthly pass is going to be paid for via a DSHS voucher, BMAC voucher or any
other type of voucher the same rules apply as with those who are paying for their passes. Please read and
follow the section above which details the due date for payment.

• Pass Rates For Months With Holiday Breaks:
Rather than pro-rating pass prices for Thanksgiving, Christmas and spring breaks you will pay for your pass
in its entirety ($75.00) in November and December and then January will be free to compensate for those
breaks.

• No Shows/Cancellations:
Busses are all overbooked at this time due to the large number of students riding. Our office is staffed from
7:00am to 7:00pm. If you need to cancel your ride please call our office at least one hour before your scheduled pick up time to cancel that ride. If the office is not staffed go ahead and leave that cancellation on our
answering machine, as the drivers check all messages prior to leaving the office. When you make that
cancellation, please acknowledge whether or not you are a cancel for the entire day or just for the morning.
Passengers that no-show in the morning without calling in to the office are automatically assumed a
cancel in the afternoon. We will not turn the bus around for a passenger who no-showed on their
morning trip so if you want that return ride to waitsburg or dayton; it is adamant that you let our office
know well in advance.
Additionally, if you no-show 3 days in a row you face the possibility of being removed from the schedule permanently and your seat given to someone else. Once you are removed from the schedule you
must call back to the office to get rescheduled.

• Daily Pick Up Times:
When you schedule a standing reservation to ride daily, you are given an approximate pick up time.
If you miss your bus on any of the morning runs, the bus cannot be turned around. You also will not be
able to get rescheduled onto a different bus until after 9am as those earlier morning runs are on very
tight schedules! . It is suggested that you show up at least 5 minutes early for your bus as the bus will
not have time to wait beyond your scheduled time!!!
The morning rides going out before 10:00am are usually pretty close to your given time. The rides returning
back from walla walla, however throughout the later morning and afternoon may not be quite as prompt.
We are a demand response service and not fixed route. This means that our routes/times can change at a
moments notice due to add-ons calling in for pick ups after their appointments. We can almost always
guarantee getting people to Walla Walla by their scheduled times, especially when scheduled in advance.
However, we cannot always guarantee getting you picked back up to return to Waitsburg and Dayton at
a specific time. We try our best to get everyone picked up as close to their return pick up time as possible
but it simply just does not always work out due to the type of service we offer.

• Daily Pick Up Locations:
Due to the large number of students riding our busses, we have had to make some changes to our pick up
and drop off points to help alleviate passengers having to ride around on the busses for extended periods of
time. We have tried to make pick up points in all areas of town so that nobody has to walk too far to meet
up with the bus. Additionally, we do not have time to go outside of the city limits to pick up students. All
students need to make arrangements to get to one of our pick up points by their scheduled time. We
simply do not have time to provide door to door service for all of our student runs. The same holds true
for pick-ups in walla walla; you must catch the bus at one of our regular stops. Once returning to waitsburg
or dayton, you will be dropped off at or close to the destination you were picked up at in the morning. The
only exception is on our last bus that does not return to town until after 6:00pm. This last bus will drop off
closer to if not at your actual home.

• Inclement Weather/Winter Months:
It is now getting to be the time of the year where we can often face inclement weather. When you get up
and see that there is snow and/or ice on the roads, you must be prepared for the bus to arrive up to 15
minutes prior to your scheduled pick up time. This does not mean that the bus will arrive early; however
it does take longer to get around in inclement weather so the busses will leave the garage earlier. We do
not have time to call everyone to let you know that the busses are leaving earlier. You must be responsible
for yourself and realize that due to bad roads, the bus may arrive early!!!!!!!

